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Dear Students,
As you all are aware that The Chandrayaan-2 mission was launched on July
22 by a Geosynchronous Satellite Launch Vehicle Mark III (GSLV Mk III).
The lessons learned from India's "bold attempt" to soft land Chandrayaan-2's
Vikram module on the lunar surface will help the country during its future
missions,
Indian Space Research Organisation's (ISRO) plan to soft land Vikram near
the Moon's South Pole did not go as per script in the early hours of Saturday,
with the lander losing communication with ground stations during its final
descent. “We should not be too discouraged. India was trying to do something
very, very difficult. In fact, everything was going as planned as the lander
came down," The lander "unfortunately" never quite made it to the hover
point - which is an altitude of about 400 metres above the lunar surface. “If
it had made it to that point, and even if it had not succeeded beyond that, it
would have been helpful because the radar altimeters and lasers could have
been tested. But if you step back and look at the big picture, this (attempt)
would obviously be very helpful for follow on missions," "I look forward to
watching complete success in the future based upon lessons learned from this
bold attempt," Linenger
Students…
Today, India is a forerunner. INDIA the name itself conjures up a wealth of
images beaming all over the world. Let us all, in one accord, be ready to
accept challenges, take risks and reject all evils.
In the words of Azim Premji ,”Do not wait for opportunities to come your
way. Actively search for opportunities and grab them when you see them”.
Another important aspect that one should realize is that success stories do not
happen with skill and knowledge alone but it happens to one who sees the
change faster than others. Changing one’s attitude, snubbing fear of failure,
and the development of the ability to persist in the face of all odds and
adversities are the three corner stones, which lie at the beginning of any
success story. Let us all have a futuristic approach and a grand vision of the
future
This Ganesh festival has ushered a lot of hope and aspirations and may it
remove all obstacles of your Joy and happiness.

Dr. Sobhana Nair
(Coordinator)

Election Campaign
To give the students practical knowledge of
general elections and to make them to
understand the importance of every single vote.
To bring a spirit of leadership and democracy
in choosing the class representative our college
CCA conducts student council elections.
Like every year, this academic year also
student council election is scheduled. FYJC
students of all the three streams have signed
the nomination papers and were given a
symbol by the election coordinator (CCA). The
nominated candidates actively participated in
canvasing programme. They have put forth
their ideas and ideology in front of their peer
group and assured that they will not let any
stone unturned in all the aspects of functioning
of the college. They implored their friends to
cast their vote for them so that they can provide
their endless services as representative of their
class. While campaigning, they equated
themselves with their symbols too.
“Regardless of who wins, an election should be
a time for optimism and fresh approaches.”

Teacher’s Day
“In learning you will teach and in teaching you
will learn.” To bring out this spirit in the
students and to experience creativity and life
in teaching, our college CCA celebrates “selfdiscipline day” on Teacher’s day. XII students
took the responsibility as subject teachers and
rendered their lectures in XI std. Discipline was
also maintained by XII std student-teachers.
Teachers were only the observers. Studentteachers actively participated. Teachers are
not born they inculcate the quality and
ingenuity by inspiration and observation. This
was clearly seen in them. “Good teacher is
three fourth preparation and one fourth
theatre” student-teacher genuinely proved
this by putting their heart and soul in
preparing for the lecture and delivering it. Best
Student-Teacher also will be selected and
awarded.

Investiture
To inculcate leadership qualities in students, to
develop the potentiality of heading their peer
group, like other schools, Guardian High School &
Jr. college also organises Investiture ceremony, but
the difference here we select the office bearers in a
democratic way where the candidates are
scrutinized in all the fields and then their
contemporaries elect them. This academic year also
our CCA in association with sports committee
organised Investiture ceremony. Mrs. Sandhya
Iyyer Bhide, who is leadership facilitator and
certified trainer from Institutional training &
Occupational learning, UK.
The new office bearers were pinned the badges and
were given new role and responsibilities by
honouring them with sashes. HeadMistress, Mrs.
Sindu Hemanth, before giving the oath
congratulated both old and new council and
enthused them with her inspirational speech.
Madam presaged that in rendering their duties,
there will be a time that they will get exhausted
and may tempted to give up at that time their acts
of caring and kind words will bring the group
together. Madam also advised council to be a light
not a judge and to be model not a critic. Later
madam gave the oath.
After the enthusiastic speech of the new council the
guest Mrs. Sandhya Bhide elucidated four qualities
in leader: Research – which brings out leadership
qualities from common people and make them
leaders. Honesty: one should be honest with oneself
and with their followers.
Competency: If the leader must be proficient and
tactful to work smart with less efforts and more
results. Inspiring: the leader must be and
inspirational person who makes others to follow
him.
Madam quoted that the “leaders thrives on
followers.” In this activity madam drew attention
of the council stating that in due course of time or
in this tenure unexpected situations may arise and
the leaders must be prepared to handle and face
any situations. Leadership is not taught, it is an
inbuilt quality. There should not be any dull
moment in leadership. As Headmistress said there
should be humour but not fooling others.

Career counselling
“The focus should be on becoming a strong and
influential personality – cultivate compelling
communication skills, focus on building trust and
learn how to expand and leverage your
professional network.”
This is the main objective in arranging career
counselling session to our junior college students.
Mr. Murugan was the guest speaker who has
come from Russel Square International college.
He introduced himself and queried students what
are means to earn fast. He answered as by doing
something different instead of becoming sheep in
the herd.
In the beginning of the session sir has introduced
about the international institution (Russel
Square) which offers courses like BBA and London
school of Economics which makes the dreams of
the students who are genuinely planning to go to
aboard for higher studies. By registering
themselves in these college which is at Juhu they
can complete the course here in Mumbai itself but
the certification will be from London University.
Basically the course is of three years where
students will be studying here in India for 2 years
and last year they will be pursuing the course in
London provided the student gets 70%.
The eligibility criteria for the course is 70% and
above in both 10th and 12th std.
Sir also explained that though the course
expensive but it will give wings to fly to greater
heights.
Sir assured that these course will not only bring
academical excellence but also brings confidence,
grooms up in body language and even dressing
sense will also improve which will surely make the
Russel Square student a notable and
extraordinary person.
In concluding his session sir showed gratitude
towards Management, Headmistress, coordinator
for giving such a wonderful opportunities.
Headmistress advice students that if they
planning to opt the course and they are thinking
fees is a problem then loans are available to give
financial support.
coordinator assured to bring many more such
session as the students have expressed in their
mock interview.

Street play
It is palpably seen that the main
objective of starting CQLP is gradually
giving its fruits. Students are blooming
where they are planted. In a span of five
months our students lead events from
college premises to roads for social
cause. On 1st October, 2019 on account
of Gandhi jayanthi, Guardian High and
Jr. College students instead of
celebrating it as “Swachch Bharat day”,
went on the roads to perform streetplays about the potholes and bad roads
in Dombivli. Skit was enacted on various
thoroughfare (Chaurastas) of Dombivli.
Students exhibited their social
responsibility by sensitizing the mob with
worst conditions of the roads and by
getting the signatures of the passersby.
They were able to collect approximately
250 signatures. The response of the
spectators was very positive as they too
are the victims of the bad roads. The
street play entails day to-day situations
like death of pregnant lady due to the
bumpy bug avenues. Few scenes in the
skit stimulated the bystanders and
appreciated the efforts of the students.
“Students and youth are capable of
taking civic engagement and social
responsibility to a new level” Ester Fecci

Greeting card competition
“In times of great stress or
adversity, it's always best to keep
busy. The greatest weapon
against hassle is our ability to
cherry-pick an unknown and
sometimes inbuilt talent. Our
college CCA never leaves any
stone unturn in bringing novel
ideas as stress busters. And
“Greeting Competition” is one
among it. The new comers that is
11th std were given an opportunity
to show their creativity in
making various greeting cards as
per the event/festival. Beyond
the expectations, students have
come up with attractive greeting
cards. They were asked to
prepare the same from home so
that they can bring out more and
more creativity.

Student Council (Darpan)
Message from student council (Head Boy & Head Girl):
“Leadership means having the self-confidence to believe you can make a
difference, the passion to believe it matters, and the courage to risk it all because
you believe it matters.”
The student council alongside of administration, coordinate a number of events
and student’s activities that are in the student body’s best interest.
Being the head of the student council isn’t about being better than anyone else,
but it’s about winning the trust of the student body and to organize and represent
them with honestly and enthusiasm.
We believe that leadership is not about position but about action. Along with my
team of council members I am looking forward to have a year full of enthusiasm
and positivity. We aim to take our school to prosperity and positive recognition by
industrializing reputation and standard of the institution.
As a student council heads, our goal is to reach the door of success with its key in
my hand and also enthuse my peer in doing the same.
We will travel this road together and work in union to keep GHS & Jr. College
flying high up in the sky, mounted with love, hoisted with dignity and fluttering
with grace.
Head Boy: Rahul
Head Girl: Vaishanvi

About core team
As a CCA head of this academic year (2019-20), I believe that my role is to nurture my students
to establish a healthy atmosphere along with academic excellence so that they could be seen as
leaders of next generations. Keeping this as our main motto CQLP was introduced. “Teachers job
is not to prepare students for something but it is to prepare themselves for anything.” To bring
perfection in any activity leaders are required hence core team was formed. They were very
normal like all other students without any knowledge of organizing or even participating in any
event. Only their enthusiasm to learn and dedication to do something different were the
available tools which inspired them to work together to promote the team achievement and
wellbeing.
Our very active CORE TEAM supports our college by organizing entertaining and educating
activities for students throughout the year as well as organizing community outreach projects
such as “Street Play- on worst conditioned roads of Dombivli”. They also hosted events like
“Vanamahostav – where a guest was called to deliver lecture on upgrading the environment.
Our core team’s growth was seen gradually to the expected heights when they organized an
intellectual and healthy discussion on A review on “Budget-2019”. In adding feathers to their
caps our core team became marketing executives and investment planners and promoted their
products by educating the onlookers about various investment plans.Now our core team
students are bringing and leading the activities with true intentions and not for mere
compulsion. Finally, in my conclusion I just want to thank my dear crew for putting their heart
and soul in every programme and making this academic year eventful.
Dear team leaders your fervor should increase day by day and you all should be an inspiration
to your followers…

